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Rogers [1] §15.1 gives a proof of a theorem due to Shoenfield (p.345–346).
Let RE be the class of all recursively enumerable sets. Then RE belongs to
the complexity class Σ

(s)
3 rΠ

(s)
3 . (See Rogers p.335–337 for what this means.

Briefly, we are allowed both set and number variables, but can quantify only
over number variables.)

That RE belongs to Σ
(s)
3 is easy:

A is in RE

⇔(∃x)[A = Wx]

⇔(∃x)(∀y)[y ∈ A↔ y ∈ Wx]

⇔(∃x)(∀y)[y ∈ A↔ (∃t)y ∈ W (t)
x ]

where W
(t)
x as usual is the part of Wx enumerated by step t. With the usual

rules of logic, we can migrate the ∃t outside the brackets, so we have an
∃∀∃ predicate.

The proof that RE does not belong to Π
(s)
3 involves topological notions,

and resembles forcing. Notation and terminology: a condition is the char-
acteristic function of a finite subset of N. A condition answers member-
ship questions at a finite number of places for some A ⊆ N. Example:
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“5 ∈ A ∧ 7 6∈ A ∧ 56 ∈ A” becomes the condition p : {5, 7, 56} → {yes, no},
p(5) = yes, p(7) = no, p(56) = yes. We let p, q, r range over conditions.
We use other lowercase letters for elements of N, uppercase for subsets of
N. We use calligraphic letters (A, B,. . . ) for subsets of the power set of N.
X |= p means that X satisfies the condition p. We write q ⊇ p to mean
that q extends p.

Exceptions to these conventions: R, V , and d have different uses—see below.

Definition: A is dense over p if

(∀q ⊇ p)(∃X)[X |= q ∧X ∈ A];

A is somewhere dense if there is a p that it is dense over.

Baire’s Theorem: If the power set of N, P (N), is expressed as a countable
union P (N) =

⋃∞
i=1 Si, then at least one of the Si’s is somewhere dense.

This can be shown by giving P (N) the Cantor set topology, i.e., a countable
product of discrete two-point spaces. That’s a compact Hausdorff space, so
Baire’s theorem from topology applies. Alternately, it’s not hard to give a
direct proof.

By an unlighted dot I mean a recursive predicate R(V, x1, . . . , xn) where
V is a free set variable and the xi are numbers. R may be pictured as an n-
dimensional array of unlighted dots. If V is given a value, say V = X (with
X ⊆ N), then the dot (say d) lights up either yes or no: I write X(d) = yes
or X(d) = no. To be precise, d is a formula of the form R(V, x1, . . . , xn), and
X(d) = yes means that R(X, x1, . . . , xn) is true, while X(d) = no means
that R(X, x1, . . . , xn) is false.

So X ⊆ N acts on R to produce a lighted array. A quantifier prefix attached
to R represents some intricate assertion about the array R. Thus, such a
quantified predicate determines the class of all X making the lighted array
satisfy the assertion.
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Key point:

X(d) = yes⇒ (∃p)[X |= p ∧ (∀Y |= p)Y (d) = yes]

likewise for X(d) = no. This is because the recursive computation de-
termining the truth value of R(X, x1, . . . , xn) can pose only finitely many
questions of the form “Is a an element of X?” We’ll write p ` d = yes if
(∀Y |= p)Y (d) = yes, likewise for p ` d = no.

A more subtle point: consider a computation to determine the truth-value
of an unlighted dot d. Use a condition p to answer all questions of the form
“a ∈ V ?”. If p ` d = yes, does that mean the computation will terminate
with a yes? Not necessarily: it could ask “irrelevant” questions “a ∈ V ?”,
with a outside the domain of p. Suppose we arbitrarily answer all such
irrelevant questions with “a 6∈ V ”. Now, R is a recursive predicate, which
means that the computation must eventually halt. Extend p to q by adding
in all the negative answers to the irrelevant questions. Since all X satifying
p have X(d) = yes, the computation must halt with a yes—if it halted with
a no, we would have X(d) = no for any X |= q ⊇ p, contradicting what we
just said.

Conclusion: if p ` d = yes, then for some q ⊇ p, a “dot computation”
to determine the truth-value of d will terminate with a yes without going
outside the domain of q. The same holds for a “no” answer. (Again, we’ll
arbitrarily give negative answers to irrelevant questions.)

We will be dealing with a recursive predicate R(V, x, y). A fixed x deter-
mines a column, i.e., the set of unlighted dots {R(V, x, y)|y ∈ N}.

Theorem (Shoenfield): RE, the class {A|A is r.e.}, does not belong to

Π
(s)
3 .

Proof: Suppose the contrary. So we have a recursive predicate R0 such
that X is r.e.⇔ ∀x∃y∀zR0(X, x, y, z). As discussed in §15.1 of Rogers, this
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can be reframed as a recursive predicate R such that

X is r.e.⇔
∞
∃ x∀y R(X, x, y)

where the
∞
∃ quantifier stands for “there exists infinitely many”. (Rogers

denotes this quantifier by U.) For X ⊆ N, define CX = {x|∀y R(X, x, y)},
and informally think of CX as the set of “always yes” columns (i.e., columns
that light up entirely “yes”). So

X is r.e.⇔ CX is infinite

(Bear this in mind throughout the proof.) The map X 7→ CX divides P (N)
into equivalence classes; we let SX be the equivalence class of X. The
remainder of the proof is in four parts.

I. The number of SX ’s is countable, and hence one of them is somewhere
dense. Proof: the SX ’s are of two types, those for which CX is infinite, and
hence X is r.e. (these are enumerated by the r.e. sets X), and those for
which CX is finite (these are enumerated by the finite sets CX).

Let Z be such that SZ is somewhere dense, and let SZ be dense over p.

II. X |= p⇒ CX ⊇ CZ . Proof: suppose X |= p but CX 6⊇ CZ . Say x ∈ CZ

but x 6∈ CX . Then for some dot d in column x, X(d) = no. So for some q
with X |= q, q ` d = no. X |= p and X |= q, so we may assume that q ⊇ p
(just replace q with q∪ p). But then q excludes us from SZ—if Y |= q, then
Y (d) = no, so the column x is not in CY , so CY 6= CZ , so Y 6∈ SZ . So
Y |= q ⇒ Y 6∈ SZ , but this contradicts SZ being dense over p.

III. CZ is finite, and SZ consists entirely of non-r.e. sets. Proof: take Y |= p
with Y not r.e., so CY is finite; by (II), CY ⊇ CZ . So CZ is finite. Thus all
X ∈ SZ are not r.e., since X ∈ SZ implies CX = CZ , which is finite.

Remark: up to this point, the only fact used about RE is that P (N)rRE
is dense, i.e., for any condition p there is a non-r.e. set X with X |= p.
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IV. We build an r.e. set X ∈ SZ ; this will contradict (III) and prove the
theorem. We do this by giving a sequence p0 ⊆ p1 ⊆ . . . that together insure
CX = CZ (i.e., ∀nX |= pn implies CX = CZ) and that determines an r.e.
X.

1. Take p0 = p, so p0 insures CX ⊇ CZ (by (II)).

2. Now let x1, x2, . . . enumerate the elements of NrCZ in increasing
order. We already have X |= p0 ⇒ CX ⊇ CZ , so if X |= pn insures
that xn 6∈ CX for all n ≥ 1, then we’ll have CX = CZ .

Say pn−1 ⊇ p0 has been chosen. We choose pn ⊇ pn−1 to insure that
xn 6∈ CX . First we show

(∃q ⊇ pn−1)(∃ dot d in column xn)q ` d = no

(and so X |= q implies xn 6∈ CX). Now, pn−1 ⊇ p0 and SZ is dense
over p0 so (∃Y )[Y |= pn−1 ∧ CY = CZ ]. For this Y , xn 6∈ CY so
(∃d in column xn)Y (d) = no. Hence

(∃q)[Y |= q ∧ q ` d = no]

We may assume that q ⊇ pn−1, since Y |= pn−1 also. We want pn to
be such a q. But the choice of q must be made recursively, as we’ll see
next.

3. First note that the list {xn} is recursive because CZ is finite. Each
unlighted dot d in column xn represents a predicate R(V, xn, y) (y de-
pending on d); we have a computation to determine whether R(V, xn, y)
holds. Periodically the dot computation will ask a question of the form
“a ∈ V ?” Suppose we choose a condition q before starting the com-
putation, and use it to answer the questions; if a question “a ∈ V ?” is
asked with a outside the domain of q, we arbitrarily answer “a 6∈ V ”.
Because R is recursive, the dot computation must eventually halt.
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So for a given xn, we have a computation for each pair (d, q), where d
is a dot in column xn and q is a condition. Dovetail all these compu-
tations together. By (2), we are guaranteed that there is a q ⊇ pn−1
and a d in column xn such that q ` d = no. By the “more subtle
point” made much earlier, for some extension r ⊇ q, the (d, r) compu-
tation will terminate with a “no” answer. Let (d, r) be the first such
computation to terminate, and set pn = r. Clearly pn ` d = no, and
so if X |= pn, then xn 6∈ CX .

It is clear that the sequence p0 ⊆ p1 ⊆ . . . is recursive. Hence the set
of all x whose inclusion is demanded by one of the pn’s is an r.e. set.
(I.e., the set of all x such that pn(x) = yes for some pn, remembering
that the pn’s are characteristic functions.) Let X be that set; then
X |= pn for all n.

This concludes the proof.

Shoenfield also proved that REC, the class of all recursive sets, belongs to
Σ

(s)
3 rΠ

(s)
3 . As before, showing inclusion in Σ

(s)
3 is straightforward. To show

that REC does not belong to Π
(s)
3 , we modify the very end of the proof

slightly. When extending q to pn, we also make the domain of pn an initial
segment of N. (The easiest way to do this is to enter “no” for all pn(x) values
where x would otherwise be a “gap” in its domain.) With this change, X
is obviously recursive. QED

Reference [1]: Hartley Rogers, Theory of Recursive Functions and Effective
Computability, McGraw-Hill, 1967.


